


How to achieve 
“100%" availability
igore@



Problem statement

We want to be able to explain in a simple, but effective way, that “100% availability” is not what we need nor want.



When Life Gives you Lemons, make a LaaS – 
Lemonade as a Service
• I know everybody craves lemonade all the time!

• So let’s think big and offer it as a service

• Apply some principles of Cloud Services to it

• Skip some of the boring Business plan items and get to the core!



Mini Market Analysis

Competition
• As of today, nobody offers a 24/7 lemonade stand service
• We are creating a new demand and the market to satisfy this craving

Our studies show that 100% of the time:
• Customers want to have 100% organic fresh lemons
• Customers want to have their lemonade served in <60 seconds
• Customers want Lemonade with a temperature between 4˚ C and 5˚ C
• Customers want to buy Lemonade at any time and in any day 
• Customers want a 0.4l serving size
• Customers are willing to pay up to € 2.50 for a cup of lemonade



Secret Lemonade Recipe (2.5 l)

· Juice of 1 kg organic lemons

·250 g cane sugar

·2 l water

· Ice cubes

Costs per Serving Price per unit Unit 2500ml juice 400 ml
Lemons 4.16 1 4.16 € 0.67
Sugar 0.2 0.25 0.05 € 0.01
Water 0.02 2 0.04 € 0.01
Cups 0.1 1 - € 0.10
Total 4.25 € 0.79



Other Costs

Item cost per unit Unit cost per month
Electricity 250 1 € 250.00
Permit 50 1 € 50.00
Total € 300.00

Monthly Costs

Item Cost per Unit lifetime cost per month
Juicing Machine 100 36 € 2.78
Nice Stand 1000 36 € 27.78
Ice Cube Machine 350 36 € 9.72
Total 1450 € 40.28

CapE
x



Break-even points

·Stand can sell 1000 lemonades per day

· I.e. if we sell a lemonade for 1.13, we make no profits

·We sell for € 2.50, and our monthly profits are € 1,369.72!

Fix costs per month Variable costs 1000 1

€ 340.28 € 0.79 € 1,130.28 € 1.13 

€ 1.13 



We need to hire people!

·An employee makes € 10 per hour.

·We need to hire multiple shifts to cover 24/7

·This adds 24h * €10 per day = €240 (€7200 per month)

·Our break-even point moves up to €8.33

·But customers won’t pay that much… We are now making losses

€ 8.33



We start our business!

·There is a huge demand!

·People are forming lines at peak times to get our 
lemonade!!!!!

·But we are losing money!

€ 8.33

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

https://dan4kent.wordpress.com/2014/02/02/now-serving/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


Is huge demand a good problem to have?

·We are missing our “Time to get Lemonade” target of < 60 secs at peak times

·We are hitting our stand capacity

€ 8.33



Elastic-like scaling!

·To reach capacity we need to operate:

·3 stands at peak times (6 hours)

·2 stands at normal times (6 hours)

·1 stand for low times (12 hours)

€ 5.33



Rise of the Machines

·A fully automatic lemonade machine costs 25k and can serve up to 3000 servings per day

·We don’t need a stand

·We don’t need people to sell lemonade

€ 1.12

HAL 3000
(Herman, the Automaton for Lemonades)



Machines break!

· HAL offers a no-headaches maintenance 
plan for “just” €500 per month, but we also 
need to overcome the downtime

· We need a spare HAL 3000 + maintenance 
plan

· We also need to account for when one 
machine is broken and one needs to be 
refilled with ingredients

· We go for n+2!

€ 2.08

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

https://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Space_Shuttle_Main_Engine_Maintenance_-_GPN-2000-000548.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Winter Wonderland

·Brrr! It is getting cold: HAL is frozen

·Operation temperatures for HAL are just between 5°C and 30°C

·We need something like a garden shed that is warm in the winter and cool in the summer

·Costs €2000 (lifespan = 10 years)

€ 2.09

This photo is licensed by Igor Ebner de Carvalho



Blizzard!!!!

·Huge Power Outage

·Add a generator for up to 4 hours outage!

·What about a week? Or longer?

·Adding some solar panels and batteries to our shed

€ 2.22

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC 
BY-NC-ND

https://stateofmind13.com/2013/01/10/lebanons-january-2013-storm-in-pictures/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


Floods from the melting snow!

·Due to the floods public water is unsuitable for consumption 😐

·We need a water purification system for €2500 (1Y depreciation)

€ 2.43

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC

https://www.flickr.com/photos/dangerwheeler/3271414450
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/


After the rain comes the sun again!

·There is a drought! No water is coming out of the tap!

·We need an alternative water supply

· Mineral water shipments (€ 0.30 per liter) -> € 2.51

· Building well (€5000, 15 year depreciation) -> € 2.45

€ 2.45

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shrink%E2%80%93swell_capacity
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-ND

Fire!

• The droughts are leading to fires and it is killing the lemon trees!

• Kg price went up to € 20 -> € 4.98

€ 4.98

http://theconversation.com/drought-and-fire-threaten-was-famous-spring-wildflowers-31167
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/


What’s the next disaster?

·Volcanos? Tornados? Earthquakes?

·How much more do we want to spend to sell lemonades for € 2.50?



How much availability/reliability do we need?

• As much as customers are willing to pay for

• As much as it makes sense without making the costs explode



  
 



Understanding vicious cycles with 
Causal Loop Diagrams

Laura Nolan,
Slack Technologies



My Little Distributed Filesystem
replicaChecker()

while true {

for each block in filesystem.GetAllBlocks() {

if block.replicasHeartbeatedOK() < minReplicas {

block.StartCopyNewReplica()

}

}

}

}



My Little Distributed Filesystem

for each block in filesystem.GetAllBlocks() {

if block.replicasHeartbeatedOK() < minReplicas {

block.StartCopyNewReplica()

}

}



Copy 
blocks







That’s an 
example of a 
vicious cycle.



Enter the causal loop diagram.
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So, you want 
to be a 
wizard?







@lauralifts on Twitter.

Slack is hiring! 
Find me in the hallway.





Flame Graphs
A meeting point between developers and SRE 

Doron Sekler & Amir Langer 



I’m a developer
And as such I know my code. I also test it.
So before it reaches production I am pretty certain it is 
perfect.



I’m an SRE
I am responsible for reliability, availability and 
performance of production services. I triage 
performance problems and can see that we have a 
performance issue.



But 
Look at the results of my performance tests. I can 
prove to you that whatever you’re seeing is not my 
service.
Have you checked the network latency?



My metrics 
Suggest it is not the network latency. It’s your service 
that can’t cope in production for whatever reason.



Sigh... 
At eBay we have various production metrics that 
developers never encounter in their environments. 
They also approach us SREs with a production issue 
but do not know (or reveal) why is it happening. 



...  
To solve performance issues both SREs and 
developers need to see the same view.
This view needs to be both global and also be able to 
drill down to the single line of code that’s at the heart 
of the problem. 



Flamegraphs  
Are a visualization of profiled software, allowing the 
most frequent code-paths to be identified quickly and 
accurately.
It shows the results of sampling profiling, on CPU, 
memory allocation... any data that has a code path 
associated with it.



In a single image 
We can see all the code paths as flames. The total 
time of each frame is its width, 
The self time is the delta between the frames (a.k.a. its 
edge).
We can see how we arrived to the frame and where do 
we go from it.



Colour  
scheme shows us the type of code in that frame. 
In this example green is java code, yellow is JVM C++ 
code, orange is kernel code, red is the rest of JVM 
code.
Other types of processes have their own colour 
schemes. 



Our experience  
shows that using flamegraphs is a good common 
ground that allows both SRE and developers to 
cooperate, reason about and solve production 
performance problems.
 



Real life examples 
In this Java process it only took a quick look to deduce 
we have a serious GC problem.
Unlike other visualizations, Flamegraph can show 
everything that happens on the CPU in this process 
and it is obvious half of the CPU time is spent on 
garbage collection.



Real life examples  
And after JVM GC tunning we can see the difference.



Real life examples  
Here we could prove to developers that production 
data meant the process worked much harder than 
anticipated on queries to an embedded Solr index.

You can dig into the code paths by searching a regex 
and the results are painted here in purple.



Real life examples
In this service we noticed that most CPU time was spent doing Unsafe.park i.e. parking the thread.
It came from an open source ring buffer library (Disruptor). 
This behaviour indicated that the internal ring buffer was full most of the time and the publisher had to wait for it to drain



Real life examples  
Flamegraphs also tells us a lot about how the code 
runs even if we’re not familiar with it beforehand.

Here’s a picture of recursion.



Real life examples  
We can also see the effects of the JIT compiler on a 
service startup by seeing how much CPU is used by 
the JVM compiler threads



Automation and Streamlining 
We built a project that allows everyone, SRE and 
developers to generate on-demand Flamegraphs from 
any production host.
We’re currently working on

● having a constant stream of flamegraphs (and 
their visualization). 

● Proactive, alert based profiling
We’re also in the process of open-sourcing this tool.



Automation and Streamlining 
All snapshots are stored, aggregated and can be 
searched / browsed by both developers and SREs and 
can be used as the starting point to analysis / 
discussion  



Thank you

http://www.brendangregg.com/flamegraphs.html

 

Amir Langer | Doron Sekler

alanger@ebay.com | dsekler@ebay.com

That’s all w
e have 

tim
e for.

Come grab us 

afterwards and let’s 

chat some more...

http://www.brendangregg.com/flamegraphs.html




Smart and Effective Way to Reduce Distributed
    Tracing Overhead



Sm
ar

t ?
 

EFF
ECT

IV
E ?

Eh !?



Is tracing already not present in any form ?
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Why is this of importance to SRE based teams or any 
team as a matter of fact ?
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Present day solutions 



Present day solutions 
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Drawbacks



Or as they say, every failure is a success in making.. :)

Comic courtesy - Dilbert.com



Problems ?? Solution..

● Overview
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Problems ?? Solution..

● Effectiveness



Problems ?? Solution..

● Effectiveness







For discussing more please reach out to me, 

@ susobhitpanigrahi@gmail.com

mailto:susobhitp@vmware.com




In Recent News...

86



Your solution: do a firmware update

87



Your hardware is still mostly 
software

Yannick Brosseau 2019.10.05

Handling Firmwares in your fleet



You are deploying fast and frequently already...

89



90

•
… but have 
you thought 
of firmwares ?



You need actual hardware

91



Motherboard and CPU

92



Network cards

93



Storage elements

94



And many more! 
(Network switches, 
Back up devices, 
Power supply, UPS, 
etc)

95



Why should you care ?

96



Security 
issues

97



Stability and performance

98



New 
features

99



How do we handle firmware ?

100



Packaging

101

One format for all



Versions 
database

102



Testing

103



Deployment

104



Open source firmware

105

Open System Firmware





Issuance controls for
SSL/TLS certificates

James Renken
(he/him)

SRE @ Let’s Encrypt



Let’s Encrypt is a free, automated, 
and open Certificate Authority.

You can request certificates using 
the Automated Certificate 
Management Environment (ACME) 
protocol, RFC 8555.

Let’s Encrypt



Why control certificate issuance?

Operations & policy

Ensure that private keys are stored only in 
approved, secure ways.

Track certificate inventory for renewal, 
revocation, etc.

Meet compliance and audit requirements.



Why control certificate issuance?

Operations & policy

Ensure that private keys are stored only in 
approved, secure ways.

Track certificate inventory for renewal, 
revocation, etc.

Meet compliance and audit requirements.

Transport security

An attacker with a valid certificate could 
intercept traffic, and impersonate your service, 
with a Monster in the Middle attack.

This would defeat the purpose of Transport 
Layer Security.



Let’s Encrypt issues only Domain 
Validated (DV) certificates:

CN / SAN = enigma.gchq.dev

O = Government Digital Service

L = London

ST = Greater London

C = GB

Certificate types



Domain validation methods

“Confirming the Applicant's control over the FQDN by confirming...via 
HTTP/HTTPS over an Authorized Port…[t]he presence of the Request Token or 
Random Value contained in the content of a file.”

“Confirming the Applicant's control over the FQDN by confirming the presence of 
a Random Value or Request Token for either in a DNS CNAME, TXT or CAA 
record…”

(CA/Browser Forum Baseline Requirements, v1.6.6, §§ 3.2.2.4.6-7)

https://cabforum.org/baseline-requirements-documents/
https://cabforum.org/wp-content/uploads/CA-Browser-Forum-BR-1.6.6.pdf


Certificate Authority Authorization (CAA)

RFC 6844

$ORIGIN gchq.dev.

.    IN    CAA    0    issue    "letsencrypt.org"



“You now have a Certificate 
Management agreement with us. 
We won’t sign any certificate for 
gchq.dev until your registered 
contacts have approved the 
request.”

CA relationship



CAA Record Extensions

RFC-to-be 8647

$ORIGIN gchq.dev.

.    IN    CAA    0    issue    "letsencrypt.org; 
accounturi=https://acme-v02.api.letsencrypt.org/acme/acct/4
2056462"



CAA Record Extensions

RFC-to-be 8647

$ORIGIN gchq.dev.

.    IN    CAA    0    issue    "letsencrypt.org; 
validationmethods=dns-01"



“You now have a Certificate 
Management agreement with us a 
CAA record in DNS.”CA relationship



CAA records’ control is only as 
good as DNS’ integrity.

DNS responses usually aren’t 
authenticated.

DNS:
it’s not great



Paths to Bob:

CA→Alice→Charlie→Max→Bob

CA→Alice→Mallory→“Bob”

Shortest path wins!

BGP hijacking



Improving DNS’ integrity

Network presence & ops

Use authoritative DNS servers that are:

● Well-connected worldwide
● Announced as small prefixes (/24)
● Protected with RPKI
● Actively monitored and defended



Improving DNS’ integrity

Network presence & ops

Use authoritative DNS servers that are:

● Well-connected worldwide
● Announced as small prefixes (/24)
● Protected with RPKI
● Actively monitored and defended

Authenticated responses

Use DNSSEC.

When properly deployed, DNSSEC 
authenticates the presence/lack and content 
of DNS records.



It is a lovely 
morning on the 

Internet, and 
DNSSEC is a 

horrible goose.



CAA record controls are great, 
they’re getting better, and you can 
improve their integrity—but not 
perfect it.

Monitor the Internet for unexpected 
certificates.

Both prevention 
& monitoring



RFC 6962

There are public, verifiable logs of 
most SSL/TLS certificates.

Google Chrome does not trust 
unlogged certificates, so the vast 
majority of CAs submit their certs.

Your SSL/TLS clients can do the 
same by validating Signed 
Certificate Timestamps (SCTs).

Certificate 
Transparency



● Facebook for Developers
● Hardenize
● Report URI
● SSLMate Cert Spotter

Or build your own with resources 
from certificate-transparency.org.

CT monitoring 
resources

https://developers.facebook.com/tools/ct/
https://www.hardenize.com/blog/certificate-transparency-monitoring
https://report-uri.com/products/certificate_transparency_monitoring
https://sslmate.com/certspotter/
https://www.certificate-transparency.org/


Thanks!

@jrenken
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AWS Application Load Balancer Copilot

30ms

20ms

10ms

Avg. Global Timings: Frontdoor Service → STNET Servers API



Brennen Smith

Copilot
Application and Network Service Mesh
Brennen Smith

{
  "next_steps": {
    "open_source": "Soon!",
    "learn_more": "Reach Out!"
  },
  "global_team": "ookla.com/jobs",
  "questions": [
    "Brennen Smith",
    "brennen@ookla.com",
    "linkedin.com/in/brennensmith"
  ]
}
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  "next_steps": {
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  },
  "global_team": "ookla.com/jobs",
  "questions": [
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  ]
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Jane Maguire, Engineering Recruitment Lead
@jane_maguire

How Shopify Launched the 
Welcome Back 

Returnship Program

5:00



We’re not just an ecommerce 
software, Shopify is the best 
ecommerce platform that has 
everything you need to sell 
online, on social media or in 
person.

4:45



Here is a slide making 
one single point.

4:30
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We’re halfway through! 😂😂

2:30
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0:45



0:30



0:15



Thanks!
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Managing On-Call Atrophy
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What is On-Call Atrophy
When you don’t exercise your On-Call muscles   
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What is On-Call Atrophy
When you don’t exercise your On-Call muscles  

● Low call out rate - Google call this Operational Underload

● Wide product base\legacy product base 

● Infrequent rotations - loss of touch 

4:00
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● Emotional safety and comfort

● Be prepared for now 
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Don’t tell me you did something Dumb like paging On-Call at 
Random?
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You did WHAT!!
Don’t tell me you did something Dumb like paging On-Call at 
Random?

● Opt in approach and strict rules

● Set of comprehensive drills

● What have we found out 

○ Out of date software

○ Ipv6 and Google firewalls

○ People like it! (People are strange!)

1:15



Obligatory War Story
So this one time at band camp……...
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Obligatory War Story
So this one time at band camp……...

0:45



Who the hell was that?
So I am….

● James Wynne

● Pivotal CloudOps R&D

● You can drop me a mail at jwynne@pivotal.io

● Or come up to me afterwards and ask me anything (within a very narrow scope!)

0:30

mailto:jwynne@pivotal.io


Transforming How The World Builds Operates 
Software
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